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From: Edward A. Greenhalgh
1603-75 York St.,
Kitchener , ON, Canada
N2G 1T5
tel: 519-579-8320

To:
Annals of Oncology
Editor-in-Chief,
18 October 2010
Prof J.B. Vermorken
Oncology
Antwerp University Hospital
Wilrigkschaat 10
2650 Edegen ,Belgium
tel.: +32 3 821-3375
Title: Ethics ,Integrity and the
Accountability of Science vs.
The Generation of Private
Personal Wealth .
Is the Scientific Community Responsible to
Truth in Research and Justice for Society ,
or does it Owe itself to the Profits of Private
Interests? *Public Domain/Internet*
Dear Prof. J. B. Vermorken :
You are approached due to a stand
on ethics re., Ann. of Oncology 9:1-6 , 1998 “ German
oncology research shaken by the fraud case of Hermann and
Bach . Note ,”but so too has the fact that it remained for so
long undetected,” and “young researchers working with them
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in Berlin had suspected results were being fabricated but did
not dare to complain for fear of jeopardizing their own
careers.” Quotes from your journal.
N.B. By David Rising AP 2009 : Germany : 100
professors suspected of Ph. D. Bribes . “hundreds of students
were involved and over a dozen German universities were
under police investigation , but the important point was made
by prosecutor Guenther Feld who said, “ the supervision of a
PhD. . Thesis is a public service , and one is not allowed to
take money for it .””
Prof. Vermorken, I have cited examples of wrongdoing
balanced by integrity refusing to accept excuses, and is the
reason I am approaching you with my very serious dilemma
requiring ethics , integrity and a commitment to society of the
highest order. Based on the articles in the Annals of Oncology
you have been chosen.
My name is Edward A. Greenhalgh and I have an MSc.
In Reproductive Endocrinology from the University of
Waterloo Canada, who has blacklisted me in order to
plagiarize my theories and cover up NIH scholarship fraud so
an unqualified family member could get a scholarship to go to
Yale . I published my undergrad research in Toxicology and
my grad work in Endocrinology. And have been blacklisted
ever since even though the University of Waterloo lied many
times in writing , especially to regulators falsely claiming to
have honest mechanisms to settle academic disputes. They
asked me to get one “”competent” professor to back my
theories and when I brought them the man who invented the
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theory, Dr. G.L. Nicolson , then of M.D. Anderson Cancer
Centre, they simply said, you get your lawyers, and we'll get
ours. And so we have had over twenty years of blacklisting.
You can find more details on my website ,
www.cancerfraudbadbiotech.com , and in the enclosed
materials. Twenty years is a long time but what if my theories
are as important as Semmelweiss' and germ theory, and the
research must continue to help mankind ? Isn't that what
GOOD scientists should be doing,helping better the human
race to survive? Please read the explanation on evolution and
new diseases as outlined to President Obama; it is quite
serious. Noam Chomsky of Boston College/Kyoto winner
thought the theory could be of phenomenal importance to
mankind !I can only continue the research by over coming the
malicious blacklisting/suppression by exposing the
fraud/corruption, and seeking the help of good
people/scientists and the public.
Please note in the letter to the Prime Minister of Canada,
Stephen Harper , I am asking that he release federal
documents from the Ministry of Health who KNEW that
research I was critical of at the University of Waterloo
was/are described as being so bad that they are described as
FECES. To be quite blunt , Prof. Vermorken,the Federal
Government of Canada described the research at the
University of Waterloo as “SHIT” !!!! In federal documents !
That is very bad! And proves NIH scholarship fraud . And
why I was suppressed and blacklisted in order to cover it up.
Federal DOCUMENTED evidence.
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Please remember that it was Canada that lied to the world
during the Blood Scandal and shipped contaminated blood all
around the world infecting people with Hep C , and causing
harm and death. And the federal Canadian doctors shipped it
because they were afraid they would cause a profit loss for
the corporation! Proven fact ! And the MANTRA of Dr.
Douglas Wright and the University of Waterloo is the
“generation of personal wealth”, and to have “millionaires
walking the halls of academia .” All documented in the public
domain/media . This is the culture I've had to deal with. I
hope this isn't your culture too. So, why should you, in
Europe care? The Government of Canada lied to the world
about the safety of the blood products processed in Canada,
so why shouldn't the Government of Canada lie about other
things too : especially if they will suppress research theories
related to finding answers to cancer and AIDS ? The Oil
Sands are in Canada and the Government of Canada has very
poor standards , and these bad standards affect YOU in
Europe . About standards, under Mulroney ,Canada
signed the Kyoto accord, but the present government's
commitment to it can be summed in the words of an
Environmental minister (2007) Meeting Kyoto is Bad
Economic Policy : Baird !Canada could have better
standards but given the JC.M. Riley “shit” standard accepted
and promoted by the University of Waterloo and Dr. Douglas
Wright , why should anyone expect any? Dr. Douglas Wright
gave DELIBERATELY FALSE SIGNED ASSURANCES for
the NIH scholarship ; deliberate lying with contempt for
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regulations and what they stand for. And his friend and
political associate , who made him Canada's Educational
Adviser, former PM Brian Mulroney , his word is equally
worthless if you see how much was accomplished with his
“commitment” to the Kyoto treaty. So you can clearly see
Canada's elite representatives can not be trusted in any
assurances they give to the world. Especially when the
emphasis is on personal wealth generation, NOT health and
safety? And Dr. Douglas Wright is on public record as stating
the solution to the garbage problem is INCINERATION ! So
much for the University of Waterloo and any real truthful
concern for CO2 build up and Global Warming/Climate
Change. And the federal government of Canada's lack of
concern and action on the subject. So any action you may
choose to take can only help promote higher standards and a
better world for everyone. And why it is still timely and
appropriate for outside experts to become part of the solution
to the long running problem . If men like Dr. Wright can be
proven that their criminal and unethical acts won't escape
exposure maybe, just maybe, their hidden political acts
interfering with finding Global solutions will come to an end
too.
To prevent solutions bad people try to make the problem
appear overly complicated so solutions won't be found.
Summary, the University of Waterloo committed federal
felony fraud in applying for the J. C. M. Riley PhD.
Scholarship money from NIH so he could go to Yale and
work with Dr. H. R. Behrman. This was all planned years in
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advance because Riley came from a privileged family .
Unfortunately, Riley was incompetent and unqualified , but
the University of Waterloo didn't care and lied in writing.
They also committed many unethical acts to cover up the
wrong doing. There are the criminal conspiracy charges as
outlined in the letter to President Obama. Bottom line: They
lied and then used their powerful connections to black list and
suppress E. A. Greenhalgh so to cover everything up . Dr.
Douglas Wright is a proven liar. And a felon for lying to the
US government. I am asking for a criminal inquiry .However,
the Greenhalgh research has all been vindicated and proven
correct, so correct that the University of Waterloo plagiarized
it and claimed it as their own. Very bad university. Bad
federal government for conspiring with them . However, the
research is not dead, but has very serious ramifications as
explained in the Obama material, and requires public
exposure of the corruption to continue on to help the public.
Prominent public figures who have commented positively on
my work and stand include : Dr. G.L. Nicolson of M.D.
Anderson Cancer Centre ; the former U.S. Surgeon General ,
Dr. Jocelyn Elders; Dr. James Lovelock Royal Academy of
Science, GAIA theory ,NASA adviser ; Noam Chomsky of
Boston College and Kyoto winner ; plus others.
PARABLE INSERT : A Russian General who had defected
to the West during the Cold War made this observation ;
Russia deals with dissidents by sending them to a Gulag,
while you in the West simply black list them and let them
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starve to death from no work. The University of Waterloo
with its political connections to the Canadian government has
used this strategy against me and , worst, the research. All so
they could enjoy private personal gain, and have millionaires
walking the halls of academia.
Please read the formal letter to President Obama because
it outlines how mankind may cause its own extinction in the
next 50 years. So you see by reviewing my original research
and showing the in depth chemical pathway answers I used to
prove all my work , and how the University of Waterloo lied
and used criminal actions to suppress SCIENCE , then that
will lend credence to my new theories . You must surely
appreciate the aim of black listing is to slander and malign the
victim so no one will take them seriously ; like Canada and
the Oil Sands and how they under mine the serious critics. I
do not discount the fact of Global Warming/Climate Change ,
BUT state there is a much more serious under lying
mechanism mankind must start to deal with IMMEDIATELY
, not later as Canada has with its commitments to the Kyoto
agreements , or go EXTINCT !
If you read the Prime Minister Harper letter , you will see
that Canada harbours many Nazi war criminals, so lets
pretend that I am like a political refuge running from a
government with associations to the Nazis and have taken an
ethical stand against them. I am now blacklisted and maligned
by that regime ,and have come begging for your help. That is
exactly the case in a nut shell. And my request is being made
in the PUBLIC DOMAIN/INTERNET. Will you also take an
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ethical stand and help ?
What are you being requested to do? To convene an
ethical board of good scientists to review my original ,
blacklisted and suppressed, thesis versus the one I was forced
by the University of Waterloo to accept and put in the public
domain. Dr. J.C. Carlson, my former supervisor is dead, most
likely by his own incompetence and contaminating the lab
with the gamma emitter ,radioactive iodine, but that is not an
obstacle. You see part of the web of lies made by the
University of Waterloo was their false offer of my getting a
competent professor to review the work . It was an unfair
offer because they did not believe anyone of ethics would be
drawn into the conflict, and a weaker prof would go along
with what ever they told them to do. Dr. G.L. Nicolson was
an ethical and good scientist who reviewed my research and
gave it glowing support. The University of Waterloo simply
said , you get your lawyers and we will get ours. Hardly a fair
fight; billionaires against a kid from the boonies. So you see
my analogy of Nazis chasing a little refuge is quite
appropriate. So the original thesis is available in a verifiable
form vs the corrupted thesis. Also, they said they would
replace Dr. Carlson with Dr. N. Bols who was supposed to be
honest , but because his grant was tied to Drs. Carlson and
Thompson's he more or less was a conduit for their wishes to
remove all the chemical explanations from the work. Think
about it I explain oxidation mechanisms while their work
requires the frothing of air through their membranes and they
can't even comprehend the fact !!! So , although Dr. Carlson
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is dead from cancer, Dr. Bols is not , and can be called in
front of any criminal inquiry to answer under oath to give
truthful answers.
POINT : think about it Prof Vermorken, a scientist, a
professor at an academic university must be compelled under
oath before a legal inquiry to tell the truth. Is this the new
standard of modern science? Do you support that standard ,
you personally?
Honestly,the evidence will prove criminal fraud
committed by the University of Waterloo for NIH funds , and
all the subsequent unethical and criminal conspiracy actions
that followed subsequently. And will support the
arguments/theories being presented to President Obama of the
United States, and maybe help save lives.
I have tried to make the issues a simple as possible. If
you have any questions I may have left out, please contact me
for further details. I can only close by saying I thought
everything was originally a misunderstanding and once the
proper authorities realized the work could help society it
would be over with an apology and proper compensation. I
was wrong. By approaching you I hope to find truthful honest
scientists of integrity who will help right an injustice and help
research of benefit to the whole world. I can't say anything
more
Thank you,
Edward A.Greenhalgh
Download OpenOffice .org to read the enclosed CD
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